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What is Apache Spark?

	•	Spark is a software development framework - not an environment in 
which you can (easily) run binary (unix) programs 

	•	 It provides a simplified (limited) and therefore easier way of writing 
distributed data intensive applications 

	•	Spark runs on commodity hardware or in cloud environments 



Scaling

The need to react to increased load 

Keep the application/service running with 
similar performance under 

heavy load (many users, lots of data)



Scaling “traditional” applications

Now the one running the application needs to: 

Distribute and split data 

Handle faults and errors inherent with scale 

Submit and track applications 

Use files or relational database (fixed schema's)



An Example

Consider from a Tweet we are interested in finding: 

Names of persons 

Names of organisations 

Locations and places

I will be watching the 
election results from Trump 
Tower in Manhattan with my 
family and friends. Very 
exciting!



Anatomy of a Tweet



Store tweets on disk 

Small Python program uses NLTK and Stanford NER to 
tag 

Write output back to disk

A Straightforward Implementation



But…

http://bit.ly/1rxKY0n

http://bit.ly/1rxKY0n


Scaling Bottlenecks

Store tweets on disk: it wil eventually fill 

Small Python program: it can do a tweet every few 
msecs/secs so need to run separate processes 

Write output back to disk: it will eventually fill 

Run separate processes: they all need input



Scaling up or out



Scaling out
Using many machines is easy when application is 
stateless: 

every service request is independent  

of the previous one 



Scalable data science in R

https://www.oreilly.com/ideas/scalable-data-science-with-r

https://www.oreilly.com/ideas/scalable-data-science-with-r


State
Remember things in between service requests 

Example: the internet shopping basket 

If different machines service requests they should share 
the state of the shopping basket



Shared mutable state

Example: multiple processes can change a file or 
database or a variable 

When scaling out it becomes difficult to guard 
consistency and unwanted results 

Locking mechanisms should be in place and make 
reasoning about software complicated



Try to avoid shared state

"Working with distributed systems is fundamentally 
different from writing software on a single computer—
and the main difference is that there are lots of new 
and exciting ways for things to go wrong"  



Message Passing 

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 

Shared Memory 

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 

M
em

or
y 

Different programming models 

Different programming constructs 
mutexes, conditional variables, barriers, … 
masters/slaves, producers/consumers, work queues, … 

scheduling, data distribution, synchronization, 
inter-process communication, robustness, fault 
tolerance, … 

Common problems 
livelock, deadlock, data starvation, priority inversion… 
dining philosophers, sleeping barbers, cigarette smokers, … 

Flynn’s taxonomy (SIMD, MIMD, etc.), 
network typology, bisection bandwidth 
UMA vs. NUMA, cache coherence  

Programmer shoulders the burden of managing concurrency… 

master 

slaves 

producer consumer 

producer consumer 

work 
queue 

Parallel programming is hard



Latencies inside a machine

Latencies: 

http://bit.ly/1aGoF5l

Courtesy Ben Stopford: http://bit.ly/1JNyBtx 

http://bit.ly/1aGoF5l


Latency

http://bit.ly/1aGoF5l

1.000.000 xmemory

bit.ly/1aGoF5l



Humanized latency numbers
x 1 billion



Spark: A General Framework
Spark aims to generalise MapReduce to support new applications with a more 
efficient engine, and simpler for the end users. 

Write programs in terms of distributed datasets and operations on them.

Accessible from multiple programming languages:

Scala

Java

Python

R (only via dataframes)



Spark components



Spark extras

SQL, Streaming, 
Machine Learning 
and Graph analysis 
can all be done in 
one environment. 

No need to change 
from one tool to 
another for these 
subjects



Two main API's

	• Low level   
RDDs -  Python, Scala , Java - no R support 

	•	Structured API  
DataFrames - higher level - R support, SQL and ML 



Spark modes

	•	SparkContext contains information about the cluster and is the linking 
pin between your code and the cluster. 

	•	Local mode: single machine, using multiple cores. For testing and 
training purposes. 

	•	Cluster mode: dedicated Spark cluster (also on clouds) 

	•	Hadoop/cluster mode: Use Hadoop YARN to deploy cluster 



An Executing Application



Spark UI
The Spark UI provides a visual way to understand 
running applications and metrics about your Spark 
workload. 

Available at port 440



Spark UI



Languages and CLI
Scala 

Java 

Python  

R (only dataFrames) 

Command line: spark-submit  



Jupyter



Hands-on: Notebooks

Jupyter notebooks: 

Open browser and go to: 

https://vu-hpc.projects.sda.surfsara.nl 

1-intro-Python.ipynb



DataFrames
DataFrame is a distributed collection of data 
organized into named columns. Conceptually 
equivalent to a table in a relational database 
or a dataframe in R/Python.  

DataFrames can be constructed from a wide 
array of sources such as: structured data files, 
external databases, or existing RDDs. 



DataFrames

Collection of Row Objects with schema 

DataFrames are immutable 

Transformations and actions 

Lazy but schema is checked eagerly 

Also distributed over machines in cluster



Partitions

A partition is a collection of rows that sit on one physical machine in our 
cluster.  

A DataFrame’s partitions represent how the data is physically 
distributed across your cluster of machines during execution. 

With DataFrames, we do not (for the most part) manipulate partitions 
individually. We simply specify high level transformations of data in the 
physical partitions and Spark determines how this work will actually 
execute on the cluster. 

(taken from Spark, The definitive guide - Chambers - OReilly 2018)



Transformations and 
actions

Transformation: transform one or more DataFrames into 
another dataFrame (lazily computed) 

Action: send data to driver (to your programming 
environment), write data to disk or database (triggers 
computation) 

Example action: todo 



Optimizations

Spark will optimize computation by building plans, making use of schema information.



Logical plan



Physical plan



DataFrame API

Relational in flavour: select, groupBy, orderBy, 
where, join, limit etc. 

Possibility to define User Defined Functions (UDFs) 

Optional: use SQL directly and work with tables/views 



SparkSession

Now you can create DataFrames  
(and transform them to RDDs when needed)

If you create RDDs directly (from files or otherwise) 
use SparkContext, available via SparkSession:







Example





GroupBy



GroupBy





Beware of collect()

DF.collect()



Example



Example





Get data to screen…
returns a DataFrame

Actions: data transfer to driver



DataFrames: Pros and cons

Pro: Good level of abstraction for tabular, relational 
data 

Schema allows Spark to optimize queries 

Con: Less suited for unstructured data (text) 

User Defined Functions can be clunky and unwieldy 



Hands-on: Notebooks

Jupyter notebooks: 

https://vu-hpc.projects.sda.surfsara.nl 

02.Spark-DataFrames-Basic.ipynb 

https://vu-hpc.projects.sda.surfsara.nl


Reading
DataFrameReader (via DataFrames read method) 

we specify several values: the format (1), the schema 
(2), the read mode (3), a series of options (4) the path



Read modes

What to do with malformed records?

default



Writing
DataFrameWriter - via DataFrames write method 

the format (1), the save mode (2), a series of options (3) 
and finally the path (4)



SQL
Connect to BI Tools, Hive and databases 



Spark SQL

Tables are logically equivalent to a DataFrame. 

The core difference between tables and DataFrames is that 
DataFrames are defined in the scope of a programming language, 
tables inside of a database. 

This means when you create a table (assuming you never changed 
the database), it will belong to the default database. 



SparkSQL
Use SparkSessions sql method

create an SQL view 
which is tied to the SparkSession



DB example in Spark



SQL in Spark SQL



SparkSQL



Spark SQL: read into table
Read in data into Spark as table :



Save DataFrame as a Table



Statistics
pyspark.sql.functions contains many functions:

for statistics, date, math, list manipulation



Statistics
Example standard deviation after groupBy



Data sources
• CSV,  
• JSON,  
• Parquet,  
• ORC,  
• JDBC/ODBC Connections,  
• and plain text files.

Numerous community-created data sources including:
• Cassandra 
• HBase 
• MongoDB 
• AWS Redshift  
• and many others.  



Connect to Databases
DataFrame represents table in a remote database

Query push down: push operations to database as much as 
possible:

dbDataFrame = spark.read.jdbc(url, tablename, props)



How tables ares stored



Parquet
Apache Parquet is an open source column-oriented file format 

Columnar compression and allows for reading individual columns 
instead of entire files. 

Recommended for writing to long-term storage.

More efficient than json or csv. 

Another advantage of Parquet is that it supports complex types. That means 
that if your column is an array (which would fail with a csv file for example), 
map, or struct - you’ll still be able to read and write that file without issue.



Patrick Huang: Effcient data storage for Analytics with Aoache Parquet - slideshare



Parquet

Patrick Huang: Effcient data storage for Analytics with Aoache Parquet - slideshare



Using R



SparkR



SparklyR
Third party: RStudio, based on dplyr…







Inexpensive components…



The Google File System
Sanjay Ghemawat, Howard Gobioff, and Shun-Tak Leung
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ABSTRACTWe have designed and implemented the Google File Sys-

tem, a scalable distributed file system for large distributed

data-intensive applications. It provides fault tolerance while

running on inexpensive commodity hardware, and it delivers

high aggregate performance to a large number of clients.

While sharing many of the same goals as previous dis-

tributed file systems, our design has been driven by obser-

vations of our application workloads and technological envi-

ronment, both current and anticipated, that reflect a marked

departure from some earlier file system assumptions. This

has led us to reexamine traditional choices and explore rad-

ically different design points.
The file system has successfully met our storage needs.

It is widely deployed within Google as the storage platform

for the generation and processing of data used by our ser-

vice as well as research and development efforts that require

large data sets. The largest cluster to date provides hun-

dreds of terabytes of storage across thousands of disks on

over a thousand machines, and it is concurrently accessed

by hundreds of clients.In this paper, we present file system interface extensions

designed to support distributed applications, discuss many

aspects of our design, and report measurements from both

micro-benchmarks and real world use.Categories and Subject Descriptors
D [4]: 3—Distributed file systemsGeneral TermsDesign, reliability, performance, measurement

Keywords
Fault tolerance, scalability, data storage, clustered storage
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1. INTRODUCTIONWe have designed and implemented the Google File Sys-

tem (GFS) to meet the rapidly growing demands of Google’s

data processing needs. GFS shares many of the same goals

as previous distributed file systems such as performance,

scalability, reliability, and availability. However, its design

has been driven by key observations of our application work-

loads and technological environment, both current and an-

ticipated, that reflect a marked departure from some earlier

file system design assumptions. We have reexamined tradi-

tional choices and explored radically different points in the

design space.First, component failures are the norm rather than the

exception. The file system consists of hundreds or even

thousands of storage machines built from inexpensive com-

modity parts and is accessed by a comparable number of

client machines. The quantity and quality of the compo-

nents virtually guarantee that some are not functional at

any given time and some will not recover from their cur-

rent failures. We have seen problems caused by application

bugs, operating system bugs, human errors, and the failures

of disks, memory, connectors, networking, and power sup-

plies. Therefore, constant monitoring, error detection, fault

tolerance, and automatic recovery must be integral to the

system.
Second, files are huge by traditional standards. Multi-GB

files are common. Each file typically contains many applica-

tion objects such as web documents. When we are regularly

working with fast growing data sets of many TBs comprising

billions of objects, it is unwieldy to manage billions of ap-

proximately KB-sized files even when the file system could

support it. As a result, design assumptions and parameters

such as I/O operation and block sizes have to be revisited.

Third, most files are mutated by appending new data

rather than overwriting existing data. Random writes within

a file are practically non-existent. Once written, the files

are only read, and often only sequentially. A variety of

data share these characteristics. Some may constitute large

repositories that data analysis programs scan through. Some

may be data streams continuously generated by running ap-

plications. Some may be archival data. Some may be in-

termediate results produced on one machine and processed

on another, whether simultaneously or later in time. Given

this access pattern on huge files, appending becomes the fo-

cus of performance optimization and atomicity guarantees,

while caching data blocks in the client loses its appeal.

Fourth, co-designing the applications and the file system

API benefits the overall system by increasing our flexibility.



GFS/HDFS - design 
overview

Handles failure of individual nodes 

Optimised for large (100+MB) files 

Optimised for sequential reads 

Favours high-throughput over low-latency



Hadoop Distributed File System



HDFS - architecture
Files are split in 128MB blocks 

Blocks are stored on many datanodes 

Each block is stored 3 times (on different nodes) 

Single namenode handles metadata (namespace, 
block locations) 

Clients connect directly to datanodes 

No updates of files



Read/write scaling



Data locality

In Hadoop the same machines are often used for both 
storage and compute 

The scheduler takes data location into account: tries to 
schedule tasks on the same machine as the data



https://www.edureka.co/blog/apache-hadoop-hdfs-architecture/



A Data-Parallel Approach

https://research.google.com/archive/mapreduce-osdi04.pdf



Functional Programming

Restrict the programming interface so that the system 
can do more automatically. Use ideas from functional 
programming: 

“Here is a function, apply it to all of the data” 

I do not care where it runs (the system should handle 
that) 

Feel free to run it twice on different nodes (no side 
effects!)



Scalability: Design
declaring functions instead of instructing iteration:



Map
I 

like 

traffic 

lights

1 

4 

7 

6

Map takes as input a function, and a list: 
map(len,['I','like','traffic','lights'])
which in Python returns [1,4,7,6]



Reduce

47 

11 

42 

13

Reduce takes as input  
a binary function 

and a list 

A binary function  
is a function  

with two arguments,  
like add, subtract, multiply,  

etc 

100

58

113

reduce(add, [47,11,42,13])
returns 113  

def add(x,y):
return x+y



Hadoop MapReduce

Map function: (K1, V1) —> list(K2, V2) 

Reduce function: (K2, list(V2)) —> list(K3, V3)



Under the Hood



Higher Level Frameworks

= SQL on Hadoop

= Pig - dataflow DSL

= Dataflow API in Java

= Graph processing

All translated to MR jobs



Spark: a general 
framework

Spark aims to generalise MapReduce to support new applications with 
a more efficient engine, and simpler for the end users.  

Write programs in terms of distributed datasets and operations on 
them. 

Accessible from multiple programming languages: 

Scala 

Java 

Python 

R (only via dataframes)



https://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~matei/papers/
2012/nsdi_spark.pdf



Resilient Distributed 
Dataset (RDD)

Abstraction for a collection of objects/elements/
records 

Spread over many machines 

Built through parallel transformations 

Immutable



Creation of RDD
Transforming an existing RDD

Through SparkContext

From internal datastructure 

From reading in file (HDFS or otherwise)

text = "This is a sample text."

textRDD = sc.parallelize(text)

lines = sc.textFile('../data/links.tsv')



Operations on RDDs
Actions: 
Return some value or side-effect 
Triggers computation 
Example: ‘count’, ‘saveAsTextFile’ 

Transformations: 
Create new RDD 
Lazily computed 
Example: ‘map’, ‘filter’ 



Transformations

RDD’s are created from other RDD’s using 
transformations: 

map(f) => pass every element through function f 

reduceByKey(f) => aggregate values with same key using f 



Transformations (all lazy)

RDD’s are created from other RDD’s using 
transformations: 

map(f)  Apply function f to each element of the RDD 

flatMap(f)  Apply function f to each element of the RDD and 
unpack lists etc. 

filter(pred)   

 Apply predicate pred to each element RDD and return those that  
     pass pred. 

dictinct() => remove duplicate entries in RDD 



Map
Pattern:  

Given a Python function f(x)that works on a single 
element x 

tokenize("I like traffic lights")

[I, like, traffic, lights]

Apply f to all elements in the rdd 

myRDD.map(tokenize)



map vs flatmap



map vs flatmap



map vs flatmap



Example reduce
Different from Reduce as in MapReduce

Function with two arguments

1   2   2   4   6   8

3
5

9
15

23



Example pySpark

wordsList = ['Dog', 'Cat', 'Rabbit', 'Hare', 'Deer', 'Gull', 
'Woodpecker', 'Mole']

wordsRDD = sc.parallelize(wordsList)
filteredRDD = wordsRDD.filter(lambda x: len(x) >3)

Laziness: Spark does nothing!

SparkContext RDD creation



Example pySpark

wordsList = ['Dog', 'Cat', 'Rabbit', 'Hare', 'Deer', 'Gull', 
'Woodpecker', 'Mole']

wordsRDD = sc.parallelize(wordsList)
filteredRDD = wordsRDD.filter(lambda x: len(x) >3)
result = filteredRDD.count()

6

Action: Spark acts!



Word Count

Input 
the cat sat on the mat
the aardvark sat on the sofa

Output 
the           4
cat           1
sat           2
on            2
….



lines = sc.textFile(file)
words = lines.flatMap(lambda s: s.split())
pairs = words.map(lambda w: (w, 1))
counts = pairs.reduceByKey(lambda ac, x: ac + x)

the cat sat on the mat

the aardvark sat on the sofa

the

cat

sat

on

the

mat

the

aardvark

sat

...

(the, 1)

(cat, 1)

(sat, 1)

(on, 1)

(the, 1)

(mat, 1)

(the, 1)

(aardvark, 1)

(sat, 1)

...

(aardvark, 1)

(cat, 1)

(mat, 1)

(on, 2)

(sat, 2)

(sofa, 1)

(the, 4)







words = lines.flatMap(lambda s: s.split()) pairs = words.map(lambda w: (w,1))

(the, 1)

(cat, 1)

...

(mat, 1)

RAM Host A

(the, 1)

(aardvark, 1)

...

(sofa, 1)

RAM Host B

RAM Host A

RAM Host B

RAM Host A

the

aardvark

...

sofa

RAM Host B

the

cat

...

mat

the aardvark sat on the sofa

the cat sat on the mat



(the, 1)

(cat, 1)

...

(mat, 1)

RAM Host A

(the, 1)

(aardvark, 1)

...

(sofa, 1)

RAM Host B

counts = pairs.reduceByKey(lambda ac, x: ac + x)

(aardvark, 1)

(cat, 1)

(mat, 1)

RAM Host A

(on, 2)

(sat, 2)

(sofa, 1)

(the, 4)

RAM Host B



Pseudo set operations



Pair RDDs

The elements of a Pair RDD are pairs (tuples) (x,y)

x is interpreted as the key, y as the value 

Very much like MapReduce 

Pair RDD have extra methods 



Pair RDD transformations

groupByKey()  Returns a RDD with elements (key, 
valuelist)

reduceByKey(f(x,y)) Applies f to all values of each key 
(similar to Hadoop MapReduce) 

join(RDD) Joins two RDDs on their keys 

mapValues(f) Apply f to the values, not the keys of the 
RDD



Creating a pair RDD

Transform a RDD to a Pair RDD 

Use map, as in: 

pairRDD = textRDD.map(lambda x: (x,1))

the

cat

sat

on

the

mat

the

aardvark

sat

...

(the, 1)

(cat, 1)

(sat, 1)

(on, 1)

(the, 1)

(mat, 1)

(the, 1)

(aardvark, 1)

(sat, 1)

...

map

lambda x: (x,1)



Efficient & fault tolerant

Intermediate RDDs are computed only when needed 
—> pipelining 

RDD partitions never needed are not computed 
—> laziness 

Lineage information is stored for every RDD partition 
—> reconstruction



Hands-on: Notebooks

Jupyter notebooks: 

Username/password: see your hand-out 

Work on: 03-Spark-RDD.ipynb.



AWS Lambda

Upload your code to AWS or use code 
editor 

Set up triggers from other services or 
HTTP endpoints 

Lambda will run the code and scale to 
many invocations necessary 

Monitoring, testing are in place 

Pay per use (per 100ms execution time)

 121



AWS Lambda limitations

Each lambda function is limited to: 

300 seconds single core 
512 MB scratch in /tmp 
Up to 1.5 GB RAM 
Python, Java, Node, Go

 122



PyWren                                                                
Design Goals



PyWren

Chop up data and store all parts in S3 
With every part store in S3 a pickled 
version of the function that takes a 
single object as input 
 Deploy the map function as lambda 
function 
Lamda function wil first download 
anaconda runtime 
Then downloads pickled f and data 
and places output in S3 
User retrieves data from S3 by calling 
get_all_results.

 124



PyWren in action
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